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<<THREAD>> Friends, we have to get smart about social
media manipulation. The organized assault on Nancy
Pelosi using fake accounts, doctored video, amplified by
Trump and FOX is no accident. This is what social media
manipulation looks like. It is organized! @narativlive

Melissa Jo Peltier
@MelissaJPeltier

Makes sense now why the Pelosi doctored video was the Trump 
defense squad reaction to her saying he needed an 
“intervention.” If - inevitably, when - Trump melts down & starts 
babbling & the video is circulated, he’ll say that was faked too.   
My head hurts.
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183 people are talking about this

2. We started seeing the campaign while we streamed Pelosi live with comments like

this. This could have been organic but likely was not. Somewhere there is a group or

groups of people in war rooms planning social media campaigns to shape reality.

@narativlive @traciemac_Bmore

3. We've learned since 2016 there are millions if not billions of fake accounts

amplifying messages on social. We need to ask politicians if they are using bots to

amplify messages. Call them out rather than fall into their narrative. @narativlive

These Are the People Behind a Coordinated Fake News Campaign Tar…
Calcalist has obtained the identities of executives at Archimedes Group, the
company behind a recently uncovered Israeli fake social media network focused on
Nigeria, Senegal, Togo, Angola, Niger, an…

http://calcalistech.com/ctech/articles/0,7340,L-3762506,00.html
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4. If you're in media, every time you replay faked videos, you're amplifying them. If

you feel you must, be clear what you're showing BEFORE and AFTER you show it

and using ON SCREEN graphics as well as voice. We can only beat disinformation by

exposing it. @NarativLive
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